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D. Carter. Dave is Head of the Manchester Digital Development Agency (MDDA) at Manchester City Council. MDDA coordinates information-society initiatives across the city-region including community-based broadband initiatives and the ONE-Manchester Digital Challenge initiative. MDDA focuses on how digital technologies can support economic regeneration and social inclusion. He was one of the founder members of the Telecities network (part of Eurocities) and first President of Telecities (1994–96).

P. Cheshire. Paul is Professor Emeritus of Economic Geography at the London School of Economics and previously Professor of Urban and Regional Economics at the University of Reading. He has served as consultant nationally and internationally, including the European Commission, the UN, the World Bank and OECD. In his policy-related research he focuses on four areas: the growth and development of European cities; the economic analysis of urban land and housing markets; urban/spatial labour market analysis; and local economic development. He is the author or editor of 12 books, including the 1999 North Holland Handbook of Applied Urban and Regional Economics, and more than 100 journal articles in the field of applied urban and regional economics. He is President of the European Regional Science Association and an elected Fellow of the Academy of Social Science.

T. El-Cherkeh. Tanja is head of the Migration Research Group (MRG) at the Hamburg Institute of International Economics (HWWI). Her main research focus is on the labour market integration of migrants, in particular of migrant entrepreneurs; issues in the context of migration and development; and specific aspects of female migration (such as trafficking).

H.S. Geyer. Manie is the Statistics South Africa Chair of Urban and Regional Analysis and Director of the Centre of Regional and Urban Statistical Exploration at Stellenbosch University. His research interests lie in globalization, location theory, urban systems analysis, demography and migration, urban development policy and social polarization. He has published widely in these fields. He has been a visiting scholar at the University of Utah. Academically and as a consultant he has coordinated a number of governmental and academic research projects nationally and internationally. His latest edited volumes include: The International Handbook of Urban Systems (2002); Global Regionalization (2006) and The International Handbook of Urban Policy, Volume 1 (2007).

E. Heikkilä. Elli is Research Director at the Institute of Migration, Finland. Her research focus is on migration and regional development, and she has participated in international research projects such as the differential urbanization and migration and labour markets in the Nordic countries. She is
the co-editor of the international *Migration Letters* journal. She was the winner of the International Prize of Environmental Creation in 2006 and since then she has held the position of professor at the Institute of Environmental Creation International.

**L. Hoffman.** Lawrence is a Master’s student in the Department of Geography and Regional Development at the University of Arizona. His BA in Geography was awarded *summa cum laude* from the University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire in 2007. Hoffman’s research investigates the uneven enforcement of US immigration policy across the nation’s interior. Of particular interest are the ways that local governments construct new forms of citizenship to protect unauthorized immigrants’ rights in the face of stringent federal efforts to control the nation’s borders.

**H. Kaskinoro.** Helena has worked as a researcher and a research assistant in the Institute of Migration, Finland. Her studies have mainly dealt with immigration and urban development. She specializes in immigration from Russia to Finland and immigrants’ issues in Finland, especially integration of young immigrants. She has also taken part as an assistant in research that dealt with the labour market position of immigrants in Finland.

**A. Mehmood.** Abid is a postdoctoral researcher at Global Urban Research Unit, School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape, Newcastle University, UK. He has a PhD in Planning. His research interest lies in the evolutionary perspectives of spatial planning and socioeconomic development, especially in small islands and peripheral regions. He has worked on a number of UK and European Framework research projects on regional development planning, social innovation and exclusion, as well as environment, sustainability and climate change. He is co-editor (with Simin Davoudi and Jenny Crawford) of a forthcoming book, *Planning for Climate Change: Strategies for Mitigation and Adaptation*, to be published by Earthscan.

**F. Moulaert.** Frank is Professor of Spatial Planning at the KU Leuven, Belgium. He obtained his PhD in Regional Science from the University of Pennsylvania. Presently he is Visiting Professor and Research coordinator at APL/GURU, Newcastle University and CNRS–IFRESI, Lille, France. Frank has coordinated seven EU-sponsored research projects on social exclusion and urban redevelopment. He received three Marie Curie Fellowships (Reggio Calabria, Lesbos, Naples) and was holder of a Leverhulme Trust Fellowship (2006–07). His recent publications address regional and urban development models of social innovation. Recent and forthcoming books include *Globalization and Integrated Area Development in European Cities* (2000, with Jean-Cédric Delvainquière, Christophe Demazière et al.); *The Globalized City: Economic Restructuring and Social Polarization in European Cities* (2003, edited with Erik Swyngedouw and Arantxa Rodriguez); *La logique sociale du développement territorial* (2008, with Jacques Nussbaumer); *Social Innovation and Territorial Development* (2009, with Diana MacCallum, Jean Hillier and Serena Vicari); and *Ri-Generare la Città. Pratiche di innovazione sociale nelle città europee* (2009, with Serena Vicari).
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P. Nijkamp. Peter is Professor of Regional and Urban Economics and of Economic Geography at the Free University, Amsterdam. His research interests cover plan evaluation, multicriteria analysis, urban and regional planning, transport systems analysis, mathematical modelling, technological innovation and resource management. In recent years he has focused on quantitative methods for policy analysis, as well as on behavioural analysis of economic agents. He has a broad expertise in the area of public policy, services planning, infrastructure management and environmental protection. In all these fields he has published many books and numerous articles. He is a member of editorial boards of more than 20 journals and has been visiting professor in many universities all over the world. He is past president of the European Regional Science Association and of the Regional Science Association International. He is a fellow of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences and the immediate past vice-president of this organization. Since June 2002 he has served as president of the governing board of the Netherlands Research Council (NWO) and has been president of the European Heads of Research Councils (EuroHORCs) since 2005.

J. Nussbaumer. After a PhD on the role of culture and institutions in the debate on local development, Jacques has worked on social economy at the local level. His particular emphasis on the contribution of German economists of the nineteenth century directs his analysis towards the articulation of institutional levels, showing the necessity of a broad understanding of the way economy is woven into the formal and informal social organization of localities.

M. Pacione. Michael received his PhD in 1973 and his Higher Doctorate degree from the University of Strathclyde in 2002, and is Chair of Geography at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. His principal research interest is in the field of urban geography. An applied or problem-oriented perspective informs much of his research activity. He has published 25 books and more than 100 research papers in an international range of academic and professional journals. His most recent books include: *Britain's Cities: Geographies of Division in Urban Britain* (1997); *Applied Geography: Principles and Practice* (1999); and *Urban Geography: A Global Perspective* (2001).

D.A. Plane. Dave is Professor of Geography and Regional Development, University of Arizona, Tucson, USA. He received his doctorate in regional science from the University of Pennsylvania in 1981. He served as head of Arizona’s Geography Department from 1990 to 1997. His research interests lie primarily in the area of population geography, focusing on US migration and settlement patterns, on the role of the life course in affecting mobility, and on methods for modelling temporal change in spatial interaction systems. Dr Plane has served as president of the Association of Pacific Coast Geographers, president of the Pacific Regional Science Conference Organization, chair of the North American Regional Science Council (NARSC), editor-in-chief of *Papers in Regional Science* and co-editor of the *Journal of Regional Science*. Since 1992 he has directed the Western
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Regional Science Association (WRSA). He has published more than 50 refereed journal articles in geography, regional science and demography, a dozen chapters in scholarly books, and a variety of other works, including *Fifty Years of Regional Science* (co-edited with Raymond Florax, 2004) and *Classics in Planning: Regional Planning* (co-edited with Lawrence Mann, Kenneth Button and Peter Nijkamp, 2007).

**P.J. Taylor.** Peter is Professor of Geography and Director of the Globalization and World Cities (GaWC) Research Network at Loughborough University. With over 300 publications (60 translated into over 20 languages) including over 20 books, he is a world-systems analyst interested in cities and states. His latest books are *World City Network: A Global Urban Analysis* (2004), *Political Geography: World-Economy, Nation-State and Locality* (5th edn 2006, with C. Flint) and *Cities in Globalization* (2006, edited with B. Derudder, P. Saey and F. Witlox). He is a Fellow of the British Academy, an Academician of the Academy of Social Sciences (UK), was designated for Distinguished Scholarship Honors by the Association of American Geographers (2003), and has been awarded Honorary Doctorates by the Universities of Oulu and Ghent.

**D. Urban.** Dieter is Professor of Economics at RWTH Aachen University, Germany. He previously held teaching and research positions at Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Germany, Centro Studi Luca d’Agliano in Milan, the London School of Economics, and Penn State University in the USA. He obtained his PhD from Copenhagen Business School, Denmark. His dissertation was on new economic geography and growth theory. He has published in several scholarly journals such as *Regional Science and Urban Economics, Journal of International Economics*, and *Review of International Economics*.

**M. van Geenhuizen.** Marina is Professor at the Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management, and Chair of Innovation and Innovation Policy in Urban Economies at Delft University of Technology. She obtained her PhD from Erasmus University at Rotterdam and has a background in applied innovation studies in regional science. Her research interest lies in theoretical and empirical studies of innovation and incubation processes of small high-technology firms and in related policy studies. She has been editor or co-editor of five books dealing with urban innovation, transport policy and environmental policy, and author of 35 articles in refereed English journals and 60 chapters in international volumes.

**P. van Hemert.** Patricia has a background in European studies (University of Amsterdam). She is currently working as a researcher at the Centre for Innovation and Corporate Sustainability at the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. For the Department of Spatial Science she participates in two European Commission Sixth Framework Programmes: ‘Dynamic Regions in a Knowledge-Driven Global Economy: Lessons and Policy Implications for the EU (DYNREG)’, and ‘Social Sciences and Humanities Futures (SSH Futures)’. Her research interest is in theoretical and empirical studies of innovation and entrepreneurship,
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and economic growth issues, and in related policy studies. She has published four international papers and in one international volume.

W. Vermeulen. Wouter holds an MSc in Applied Mathematics from Utrecht University and an MPhil in Economics from the Tinbergen Institute, both in the Netherlands. Presently, he works for CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis and VU University. His research concentrates on the economic analysis of government interventions in the land market and their repercussions on the functioning of local housing and labour markets.